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ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY RESULTS FOR SUPERPROCESSES
WITH SOME APPLICATIONS

STEVEN N. EVANS AND EDWIN PERKINS

Abstract. Let X and X be instances of a measure-valued Dawson-

Watanabe ¿-super process where the underlying spatial motions are given by a

Borel right process, { , and where the branching mechanism has finite variance.

A necessary and sufficient condition on X0 and XQ is found for the law of X^

to be absolutely continuous with respect to the law of Xt . The conditions are

the natural absolute continuity conditions on £ , but some care must be taken

with the set of times 5 , / being considered. The result is used to study the

closed support of super-Brownian motion and give sufficient conditions for the

existence of a nontrivial "collision measure" for a pair of independent super-

Levy processes or, more generally, for a super-Levy process and a fixed measure.

The collision measure gauges the extent of overlap of the two measures. As a

final application, we give an elementary proof of the instantaneous propagation

of a super-Levy process to all points to which the underlying Levy process can

jump. This result is then extended to a much larger class of superprocesses

using different techniques.

1. Introduction and notation

Before we can outline our results, we need to recall some salient details from

Fitzsimmons [9] regarding the construction and regularity of the class of (£, <p)-

superprocesses.

Suppose that E is a topological Lusin space (that is, a homeomorph of a

Borel subset of a compact metric space), and W is the Borel cr-field of E.

Denote by M(E) the class of finite Borel measures on E. Define J?(E)

to be the <7-field of subsets of M(E) generated by the maps p *-, (p, f) =

f p(dx)f(x) as / runs over bp<£, the class of bounded, nonnegative, im-

measurable functions. Let ¿; = (Q, AF, S^, 8t,l;t, Px) be a Borel right Markov

process with state space (E, %) and semigroup {P,} . Assume that 7?(1 = 1.

Let tp : E x [0, oc[—» K be given by

tp(x, X) = -b(x)X - c(x)X +       n(x, du)(l - e   U-Xu),
_ 7o
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662 S. N. EVANS AND EDWIN PERKINS

where c > 0 and b are bounded and F-measurable, and n: Ex£%([0, oc[) —►

[0, oo[ is a kernel such that /0°° «(•, du)(u V u) is bounded.

For each / e bp&, the integral equation

vt(x) = Plf(x)+ [ Ps(x,tp(-,v,_s))ds,        t>0,x£E,
Jo

has a unique solution which we denote by (t, x) i-> ̂ /(jc) ; and there exists a

unique Markov kernel {Qt} on (M(E) ,Jf(E)) with Laplace functionals

jQt(p,du)exp(-(u,f)) = exp(-(p, VJ))

for all p £ M(E), t > 0, and / 6 bpW .

Write M0(E) for the set Af(£) topologized by the weak topology; that is,

give M (E) the weakest topology which makes all of the maps pi-,(p,f) con-

tinuous, where / runs through the bounded continuous functions on E. One

can also consider a Ray-Knight compactification, E of E, and write Mr(E)

for M(E) given the relative topology inherited from M(E) with its weak

topology. The Borel cr-fields of M0(E) and Mr(E) coincide with ^(E).

There is a Markov process X = (W, &, 5? , 8r, X(, Pm) with the state space

(M(E), Jf(E)) and semigroup {Qt}. Viewed as a process on Mr(E), X is a

Hunt process. Viewed as a process on M0(E), X is a right process and a Hunt

process if £ is. The process X is called the (£, ç?)-superprocess.

Following the seminal paper of Watanabe [19], superprocesses have become

the subject of an increasing amount of interest (see, for example, [3, 6, 7, 11, 17],

and the references therein). While several of the results in [9] have precursors

in the literature under more restrictive assumptions such as Feller hypotheses,

we will use [9] as a general reference without mentioning earlier work.

The simplest and most studied superprocesses are those for which tp(x, X) =

constant- X2, say tp(x, X) = -X ¡2 . In this case, when 4 is a Feller process,

X provides a description for the high-density limiting behavior of a popula-

tion of individuals which have evolved in such a way that population size is

a critical continuous time binary branching process—while in between births

and deaths the individuals move around as independent copies of the process

^, starting from the positions at which their parents died and gave them birth

(see, for example, §9.4 of Ethier and Kurtz [8]). With this picture in mind,

it is reasonable to expect that if £ is such that when we look at a particle we

cannot determine where it originated or when in its evolution we are observing

it, then the same should in some sense be true for the ensemble described by

X. The following result, which we prove in §2, formalizes this idea. (We use

the notation em £ M(M(E)) for the unit point mass at m £ M(E).)

Theorem 1.1. Assume that tp(x, X) = -X2/2.  Consider mx,m2£ M(E) and

h > 0. The following are equivalent:

(i)   mxPt «; m2Pt+h, V? > 0;
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(ii)   Pm'o0/-1«J>w>o0"+1A, Vi>0;

(iv) pm' o e~' « pWz o e;+h, ví > o.

Absolute continuity results are more delicate for infinite-dimensional pro-

cesses, so the interesting (and nontrivial) part of this result is the implication

that (i) => (iii) and (iv).

As well as being of intrinsic interest, Theorem 1.1 and the corollaries we

draw from it in §2 are useful tools in studying the sample path behavior of

X. For instance, in §3 we use these results to extend and simplify some of the

results from Perkins [15, 16] on the closed support of super-Brownian motion.

In §4, we define the concept of a "collision measure" that gauges the extent to

which the masses of two measures are superimposed. We then use our absolute

continuity results and some Fourier analysis to give sufficient conditions for the

random measure Xt to be diffuse enough to possess a collision measure with

respect to a fixed measure when £ is a Levy process in R .In particular, this

leads to sufficient conditions for the existence of a nontrivial collision measure

for two independent super-Levy processes at a fixed time.

We begin §5 still under the assumption that tp(x, X) = -X ¡2, and we use

Theorem 1.1 to give a calculation-free proof of a result from [15]—to the effect

that if £ is a Levy process, then the closed support of the random measure Xt

contains any point to which £ can jump. We then use totally different methods

(that do not depend on our earlier results) to show that this behavior is an

example of a phenomenon exhibited by all superprocesses.

Another application of Theorem 1.1 is the recent work of Tribe [18] on the

degree of disconnectedness of the closed support of super-Brownian motion.

There it was convenient to first work under the assumption that the starting

point is a point mass, then use our results to show that these almost sure results

hold independent of this assumption.

Because all of the results in §§2-5, except for those at the end of §5, include

the hypothesis tp(x, X) = -X ¡2, we adopted it as a standing assumption for

those sections and did not include it in the statements of our results. We alert

the reader in the latter half of §5 when we return to considering general tp .

We end this section with some general lemmas. The first of these appears as

Proposition 2.7 in Fitzsimmons [9], but since we use it so often we state it here

for ease of reference.

Lemma 1.2. For each t > 0, p £ M(E), and f £ bp%A, we have

^Qt(p,dv)(v,f) = pPbtf

and

I Q,(p, dv)(u, f)2 = (ßP^f)2 + I' pPbs(c ■ (pIJ)2) ds,
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where c = 2c + /0°° «(•, du)u and {Pb} is the semigroup on bpg determined

by

Pbf(x) = Px exp^- j^b(t:s)ds^f(Q  .

Lemma 1.3. Suppose that m £ M(E) and D £ f. Set ß = \\b\\ and y =

Plloo . where c is as in Lemma 1.2. For t > 0,

¥m((Xt, 1D) > 0) > e~m(l + yt/mPtlD)-X,

where we interpret 0~  = oo and oc_1 = 0.

Proof. Set ß = ||61|go . From Lemma 1.2 we have

(1.3.1) Fm((Xl,lD))<eß'mPilD

and

(1.3.2) Pm((Xl,lD))>e-ß'mPtlD.

Also,

(1.3.3) Pm((A(, lD)2) < (eßtmPtlD)2 + eßty f mPbs(PlslD)ds
Jo

<(eß'mPtlD)2 + e2ß'ytmPtlD.

If mPAD = 0, then the result is clear from (1.3.1). Otherwise, note from the

Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that

Wm((xt, iD»f = wm((xt, iD), (xt, iD) > o)]2

<Vm((Xt,lD)2)Vm((Xt,lD)>0),

and then apply (1.3.2) and (1.3.3).    D

Lemma 1.4. Suppose that tp(x, X) = -X /2. For each u > 0, there exists a

unique kernel Ru(x, A), x £ E, A £ Jf(E), such that

Ru(x,{0}) = 0,    Vx,

Ru(x,M(E)) = 2u~X,    Vx,

and

Vj(x) = I Ru(x, dv)[l - exp(-(v, f))].

Under ¥m, m £ M(E), Xu has the same law as jr\™(dv)v, where r\™ isa

Poisson random measure on M(E) with the finite intensity J m(dx)Ru(x, •).

Proof. This is a slight extension of Proposition III. 1.1 of [7] and of the remarks

preceding that result. The lemma follows from the Lévy-Hincin representation

for infinitely divisible random measures in Chapter 6 of [12], just as in the

above reference.   D
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2. Absolute continuity results

Recall that, until further notice, we are taking <p(x, X) = —X ¡2.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Clearly, (ii) => (i) and (iv) =*> (iii). By the Markov

property, (i) => (ii) and (iii) =*- (iv). Lemma 1.2 shows that (iii) => (i). (If

A £ I? , consider B = {m £ M(E) : m(A) > 0} .) We are left with showing that

(i) => (üi).
Suppose that (i) holds. Fix tx > 0, set t2 = tx+h, and choose r e]0, tx[.

For u > 0, it follows from Lemma 1.4 that if we set

pnu(xx,. ..,xn; B) = [■■■ [f[Ru(xi,dui)lB(ux + .. • + „„)
J J   i=X

for n £ N, (xx, ... ,xn)£En and B £ Jf(E), then for any m £ M(E)

(2.1.0) Qu(m,B) = 0&

p"u(xx, ... ,xn; B) = 0,        m{n)-a.a. (xx, ... ,xn),    V«,

where m:n' is the «-fold product measure m x ■■■ x m . Consequently, by the

Markov property,

Ql(mi,B) = 0&

p"(xx ,...,xn;B) = 0,        (Xt_r)(n)-a.a. (xx,...,xn),

Pm'-a.s.,    V« ;

and (iii) will follow if we can show that for all n £ N and C £%?" such that

(2.1.1) Pmi((A-Î2_r)(n)(C)) = 0,

we also have

(2.1.2) Pm2((A-, _r)(n)(C)) = 0.

To prove that (2.1.1) implies (2.1.2), we will fix n , take C such that (2.1.1)

holds, then use Theorem l.l' of Dynkin [6] (with some minor modifications

in notation) to give explicit formulae for the left-hand sides of both equations

and show that (2.1.2) also holds.

Following Dynkin, we consider a directed graph with a set A of arrows and

a set V of vertices. We write a: v —> v' to indicate that the arrow a begins

at the vertex v and ends at the vertex v . For v £ V, set a+(v) (respectively,

a_(v)) to be the number of v' £ V for which there exists a £ A such that

a: v -, v (respectively a: v —> v'). We say that the graph is a diagram if we

have a disjoint partition V = V_ u V0 u V+ , where

v £ V_ & a+(v) = 0, a_(v) = I,

v £ VQ & a+(v) = 1, a_(v) = 2,

v £ V+ o- a+(v) = 1,     a_(v) = 0.
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Fix an arbitrary diagram such that V+ consists of n vertices. We label

each of the k "entrance" vertices v £ V_ with a pair (0,xv), xv £ E.

We order the n "exit" vertices V+ and label the z'th vertex with the pair

(/, - r, Zj), zi £ E. We label the remaining "interior" vertices v £ V0 with

pairs (sv,yv), sv e]0, oo[, yv £ E. Let Dx denote the resulting labeled di-

agram with ordered exits. If a: v —> v', where v and v have labels (s, w)

and (s', w'), respectively, then we set

D¡ _ j Ps'_s(w,dw'),    if s'>s,

Pa   ~[0, ifs' <s.

Put

*d,('i ~r> (svXev0>(xv)v€V_) = [HpÜ^cÍZí, ... , zn),

where the integration is over all (yv)veV and (z¡)x<i<n.

Let D2 denote the labeled diagram with ordered exits formed from the same

diagram with the same ordering of exits, only now label the exit vertices with

the pairs {(t2 - r, zA: 1 < / < n) and the interior vertices with the pairs

{(sv + h, yv): v £ V0} . The labeling of the entrance vertices is unchanged.

Define pa 2 and nD in an analogous manner using this new labeling scheme.

Theorem l.l' of [6] and (2.1.1) imply that

i m{2\dx)nD2(t2- r, (sv + h)veVg, (xv)vev ) = 0,

(2.1.3) „ y
Y[dsv-a.a.,        (sv)£]0,™[v\

v€V0

Fix (sv) £]0, oo[ ° not belonging to the Lebesgue null set on which (2.1.3)

fails to hold and choose 0 < 5 < min{5w: v £ VQ} A (r, - r). Now let Di

denote the labeled diagram with ordered exits formed from the same diagram

as Z), and D2 with the same ordering of exits and labeling of entrances, only

now label the exit vertices with the pairs {(tx - r — s, z¡): 1 < i < n} and

the interior vertices with the pairs {(sv - s, yv): v £ V0} . Define nD in the

same manner as nD and nD . The Markov property applied to the left side

of (2.1.3) gives that

/

(k)
(m2Ps+h)   '(dx)nDj(tx-r-s, (sv -s)veyQ, (xv)vev_) = °>

and hence, by hypothesis,

/

(k)
(mxPs)   >(dx)nDyx - r - s, (sv - s)v€V<¡, (xv)veV_) = 0,

also. If we again apply the Markov property, we find that

(2.1.4) jm{xk)(dx)nD(tx-r, (sv)v€vQAxv)v€V_) = 0.
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Since (2.1.4) holds for YlveV dsv-a.a. (sv) e]0, oo[ °, it follows from Theo-

rem l.l' of [6] that (2.1.2) holds, as required.   D

Remarks. By the Markov property, hypothesis (i) of Theorem 1.1 is equivalent

to the existence of a sequence {t }°°=x suchthat t   I 0 as n —> oo, and mxP  <
n

m2Pt +h for all n .

It is obvious from the proof of Theorem 1.1 that if em Qt < em Qt+h for a

fixed / > 0, then mxPt < m2Pt+n , also. A counterexample is given in the §6,

Appendix, which shows that the converse implication is false, in general. The

counterexample, however, leaves open the question of whether mxPs<ÇL fn2Ps+h

for some 0 < s < t implies that em Qt -c em Qt+h. We conjecture that the

answer is no, in general. Suppose, however, that B £ Jf(E) has the property

n

(*) V« £ N,     ^2 vi e B =*• vi e B   for some '• ̂  n '■>
i=X

(for example, B = {v: v(C) > 0} for C £ I?), then if mxPs « m2Ps+h for

some s < t, we have that em Ql+h(B) = 0 implies that em Qt(B) = 0—the

short proof which only uses Lemma 1.4 and the Markov property is left to the

reader. (Hint: Show that

(**) emQu(B) > 0 # jm(dx)Ru(x, B) > 0.)

The counterexample in the Appendix also shows that even for sets satisfying

(*), we cannot obtain the conclusion of the previous sentence under the as-

sumption that mxPt < m2Pl+h.

Theorem 1.1 has the following two straightforward consequences.

Notation. For t > 0, let 3rroo = o{Çs: s > t} and &rco = o{Xs: s > t} .

Corollary 2.2. Given mx,m2£ M(E), the following are equivalent;

(i)   mxPl<ZLm2Pl, Vi >0;
(ii)   PmX9.     «7>W2U    , Vi>0;

f , OO ^l , oo

(iii)   em¡Qt<emiQt. Vi>0;
(iv)   Pm'|^     <KPm2|^     , Vi>0.

Corollary 2.3. Given m £ M(E) we have that

(i)   mPs < mPt, V0 < 5 < t, if and only if

(»)    *mQ,<*mQ,>   V0<5<i.

Corollary 2.4.  We have that

(i)   exPs « » eyPt for all x, y £ E, s, t > 0, if and only if

(ii)   £mQs <>em,Q, M all mx, m2 £M(E), s,t>0.

Proof. In view of Lemma 1.2, we only need consider (i) =^ (ii). Fix mx, m2£

M(E) and A £ Jf(E) such that emQt(A) = 0. If s<t, then em QS(A) = 0 by
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Theorem 1.1. Assume now that s > t. Theorem 1.1 implies that ey Q.(A) =

0, Pm'-a.s., and hence em QS(A) = 0 by the Markov property.   D

We end this section with a simple first application of these results.

Corollary 2.5. Suppose that for all x, y £ E and s, t > 0, we have exPs «:>

eyPt. Then for all m £ M(E) and u>0, we have that in the topologies MQ(E)

and Mr(E), the closed support of emQu is M(E).

Proof. Fix m £ M(E) and u > 0. Suppose that G c M(E) is an open

neighborhood of m £ M(E) in either of the topologies. For u > 0 sufficiently

small, it is clear from the right continuity of the paths of X that em, Qui ( G) > 0.

From Corollary 2.4, we see that emQu «> em/Qu<, so £mQu(G) > 0 also and

the result follows.   D

3. The closed support of super-Brownian motion

In this section we still consider the case <p(x, X) = -X2/2 and suppose,

moreover, that Ç is a Brownian motion on Rd for some d > 1 .

Let St = supp Xt, the closed support of Xt, / > 0. Theorem 1.4 of Perkins

[15] shows that {St: t > 0} has right-continuous paths with left limits in the

space of compact sets equipped with the Hausdorff metric. Moreover, St c St_

for all t > 0, and if we adjoin an isolated point A to R , there is an R u {A}-

valued, optional process, Z , such that St_\St = {Zt) n Rd for all t > 0. We

can think of {Zr : Zt ^ A} as the set of sites at which a "colony" of X becomes

extinct.

When d > 3, the precise asymptotics for ¥m(Xt({y: \y - x\ < e}) > 0) as

e | 0 given in [4] certainly imply that ¥m(x £ St) = 0 for all x £ Rd and

t > 0. We now extend this latter result to d = 2.

Notation. For v. £ M(¥Ld) and y £ Rd, define xy(v) £ M(Rd) by xy(v)(A) =

¡u(dx)lA(x + y).

Theorem 3.1. If d > 2, then ¥m(x £ St) = 0 for all m £ M(Rd), x £ Rd and

t>0.

Proof. It is clear from the integral equation defining the Laplace functional of

{Q,} that

(3.1.1) \(m)Qt = *mQ,°r;l>    Vy€Rrf,Vi>0.

Assume Pm(x G St) > 0. Theorem 1.1 shows that PT"(m)(A £ St) > 0 for every

y £ Rd . Combining this with (3.1.1) and the fact that x £ suppry(Ar) if and

only if x - y £ St, we find that ¥m(x - y £ St) > 0 for all y £ Rd . Thus,

applying Fubini's theorem, 5( has positive Lebesgue measure with positive Pm-

probability, which contradicts Theorem 1.3 of [16].   D
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Let G = {(t, x) : x £ St_ , t > 0} u {(0, S0)} he the closed graph of S, and

let H = {(t, Zt): t > 0, Zt £ Rd} be the set of space-time "extinction points"

of X.

Theorem 3.2. If d > 2, then H is dense in G  ¥m-a.s. for all m £ M(Rd).

Proof. Given Theorem 3.1, the proof given for d > 3 in Theorem 4.8 of [15]

extends to d = 2 (see the remark following that result).   D

We can use Corollary 2.2 to give a shorter standard proof of the following

result, which was proved in [15] by means of a more cumbersome nonstandard

argument.

Theorem 3.3. If A c Rd is Lebesgue null, then

Axx(\JSt_\s)=0,    ¥m-a.s.,
\t>o J

for all m £ M(Rd).

Proof Let D = {Jl>0St_\St and B = {t: t > 0, Zt £ Rd). Then B is an
optional set with countable sections (since t x-, St has only countably many

jumps) and so, from page 167 of [5], there exists a countable set of stopping

times {Tk}™=x suchthat B = \J^Lx[Tk], where [Tk] denotes the graph of Tk.

Let Z(oo) = A and Yk = Z(Tk). Then

D = {Yk: k£H}xxRd.

Assume that A C Rd is Lebesgue measurable and ¥m(A n D ¿ 0) > 0.

Corollary 2.2 implies that for every y £ Rd , ¥T>{m)(A xx D ¿ 0) > 0, and so,

by the observation (3.1.1), ¥m(A xx (D - y) ¿ 0) > 0. Hence, if X denotes

Lebesgue measure on R    we have

(Xx¥m)(\J{(y,w):Yk(w)-y£A}) > 0.

Choose k £ N such that

(Xx¥m)({(y,w): Yk(w) -y £ A}) > 0.

By Fubini's theorem, with positive ¥m -probability

0<X({y.Yk(w)-y£A}) = X(A),

as required.   □

Remark. Let 7? = U/>0S; and R = U¿>0 c1(Uí>¿ S/) = UxA- • Given a Borel

set A c Rd, it follows easily from Theorem 3.3 that ¥m(R n A ¿ 0) > 0 if

and only if Pm(Än^ / 0) > 0 (see Theorem 5.9 of [15]). This reduction and
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its analogue for /c-multiple points was helpful in [15] because 7? is technically

easier to handle than R.

4. Collision measures for super-Levy processes

Suppose that we have two measures vx, v2 £ M(R ), and we wish to con-

struct another measure which captures the degree to which the masses of vx

and v2 overlap. There is a classical object known as the Hellinger measure

which performs this role. This is the measure v £ M(Rd) defined by

v(A)= I' (vx+v2)(d>
Ja

dvx(x)
X X
2

d(ux + u2)\    [d(ux + u2)\

dvx(x) 2

for A c R Borel. Unfortunately, although the Hellinger measure is well de-

fined for all pairs vx, v2, it will be null if vx A v2. The following notion is

an attempt to remedy this difficulty for certain singular pairs of measures by

introducing a more discerning means of gauging overlap.

Definition. Let cd denote the Lebesgue measure of the unit ball in R . Given

vx, v2 £ M(Rd) and e > 0, we define KE(vx, v2) £ M(Rd) by

K\ux,u2)(A) = (cded)-X H ^    <£ Vi{dx)v2(dy)lA(^^j

for A c Rd Borel. If there exists K(vx, v2) £ M(Rd) such that K\vx, v2) -,

K(vx, v2) in Af0(R ) as e | 0, we say that K(vx, v2) is the collision measure

for vx and v2.

Example. Suppose that vx(dx) = f(x) dx for some bounded continuous, non-

negative, integrable function / and v2 £ M(R ) is arbitrary. Then it is not

hard to see that the collision measure exists and is given by K(vx, v2)(dx) =

f(x)v2(dx).

Our aim in this section is to combine our absolute continuity results with

some real analysis to find sufficient conditions under which collision measures

exist for a fixed measure and the random measures produced by a super-Levy

process. We remind the reader once again that we are still considering the case

tp(x, X) = -X ¡2 .

Notation. Given m £ M(Rd), let m(z) = / m(dx) exp(iz -x), z £ Rd , denote

the Fourier transform of m . If £ is a Levy process on R we define, as usual,

the exponent of ¡t, to be the function y/ given by exp(-ty/(z)) = eQPt(z).

Lemma 4.1. Suppose that £ ¿j a Levy process on R    with exponent y/ . Then

nXt(z)\2) = \m(z)\2exp(-2tRe y/(z)) + m(Rd)h(t, z),

- exp(-2tRey/(z))(2Rey/(z))~x,    Re^(z) > 0,

Rey/(z) = 0.
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Proof. Consider f = fx + if2, with /,, f2 bounded and Borel. From Lemma

1.2 we have

¥m(\(Xt,f)\2) = \mPtf\2 + f'mPs(\Pt_sf\2)ds.
Jo

Applying this result to f(x) = exp(/z • x), we get

I r 2
¥m(\Xt(z)\2) =    / m(dx) exp(iz ■ x - ty/(z))

+ /        m(dx)Ps(x, dy)\exp(iz-y - (t-s)y/(z))\2ds

= \m(z)\ exp(-2tRey/(z))

d   f'
+ m(R)     exp(-2(t-s)Rey/(z))ds,

Jo

and the lemma follows.   D

Theorem 4.2. Suppose that ^ is a Levy process on R    with exponent y/ and

m, v £ M(Rd)\{0} . Assume that

(i)   mPt <» X, Vf > 0, where X is Lebesgue measure, and

(ii)   ¡(l+Rey/(z))~x\û(z)\2dz<oo.

Then for each t > 0,  K(v, Xt) exists ¥m-a.s.   and is nonnull with positive

¥m-probability for all t>0.

Proof. Fix t > 0. Set Y = v*Xt, where X((A) = Xt(-A). Note that h(t, z) +

e-2tx\tV(z) < c^^j +Reíí/(z))-i   From thiS; (ü); and Lemma 4.1, we see that

¥m / |T(z)|2 dz < oo , and so, by Plancherel's theorem, Y «: X, Pm-a.s.

Let / be a nonnegative, bounded, uniformly continuous function on R  .

Define vf £ M(E) by v Adx) = f(x)v(dx) and set Y, = z/, * Xt. Put

ds-X.
Lf(y) = lim(cdea)  l Yf({x: \x - y\ < e})

for y £ Rd if the limit exists.   We have  î> < A, Pm-a.s.   and hence, by a

standard differentiation theorem, LAy) exists for A-a.a. y , Pm-a.s. From the

observation (3.1.1), it follows that 7^(0) exists PTj(w)-a.s. for A-a.a. y. Note

that (i) is equivalent to the condition

zy(m)Ps <&y>mPs,    Vy £ Rd, s > 0,

so from Corollary 2.2 we see that

(4.2.1) Lf(0) exists Pm-a.s.

Observe that when f = I ,

¥m I Lx(y)dy = ¥m(Y, 1) = (m, l)(v , 1)>0,
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and arguments similar to those of the previous paragraph establish that

(4.2.2) Pw(L,(0)>0)>0.

As

YA{x: \x\ < a}) = if v(dx)Xt(dy)f(x),
JJ{\x-y\<e)

it is clear from (4.2.1) the existence of L,(0), and the continuity of / that

(4.2.3) Lf(0) = lim(7i£(^ , Xt), f) exists Pw-a.s.

Since (4.2.3) hold simultaneously for all / belonging to a given countable weak-

convergence determining class, K(v , Xt) exists Pm-a.s. Moreover, from (4.2.2)

we conclude that

¥m((K(v,Xt), 1> > 0) > 0.   D

It will sometimes be convenient to consider approximate identities other than

(c/yxl(\x\<e).

Definition. A collection of symmetric functions ge: R —► [0, oo[, e e]0, 1] is

a differentiation system (d.s.) if, for any v £ M(R ) such that v «; X,

/j
v(dx)gE(x-y) = ¿jCv),    ¿-a.a. y.

If vx,v2£ M(Rd) and {gE} is a d.s., define K (gE, ux, v2) £ M(Rd) by

K(gE, vx, v2)(A) = Hvx(dx)u2(dy)ge(x-y)lA((x+y)/2)

for A £ Rd Borel. If there exists Kg(vx, v2) £ M(Rd) such that K(ge, vx, v2)

-, Kg(vx, v2) in M0(Rd) as e 1 0, we say Kg(vx, v2) is the {^£}-collision

measure for vx and v2.

Remark, g (x) = (cde )_11(|a| < e) is a d.s., so the above definition extends

that of a collision measure. It is easy to check that

gix) = exp{-|x|2/2e}(27te)-"/2

is also a d.s.

Theorem 4.3. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2. If {gE} is a d.s. then for

each f > 0, Kg(u, Xt) exists and equals K(v, Xt), ¥m-a.s.

Proof. Proceed as in the previous proof but now define

Lg(y) = limf Yf(dx)g£(x-y)
J e|0 j     J

for y £ Rd , if the limit exists. Since {gE} is a d.s., we see that Lgf(y) exists

and equals LAy) for A-a.a. y, Pm-a.s. Argue as in the derivation of (4.2.1)

to see that

L^(0) exists and equals Lf(0),    Pm-a.s.
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Since LAO) = (K(v, xt), f) by the proof of Theorem 4.2, it remains to show

that

lim(K(gE,u,Xt)f) = Lgf(0),    Pm-a.s.

or equivalently

lim j I u(dx)Xl(dy)gE(x-y) (f (^y^ ~ /(*)) = 0,    Pm-a.s.

By the uniform continuity of / and the existence of Lg(0), it suffices to show

that for every ô > 0,

(4.2.4) lim f u*X.(dz)gE(z) = 0,    Pm-a.s.
£i0 J{\A>à}

Since i/*í(«/l, Pm-a.s., we do know that

(4.2.5) lim/        v*X.(dz)g(z-y) = 0,    for X-a.a. y ,\y\<ô, ¥m-a.s.
£l° J{\z\>S]

Now argue as in the derivation of (4.2.1) to obtain (4.2.4) from (4.2.5).   G

Corollary 4.4. Assume that <!;, and t,2 are Levy processes on R with exponent

functions y/x and y/2, and semigroups Pt and Pt , respectively. Let X1 be

the tlfSuperprocess starting at mi £ M(R )\{0}. Assume that Xx, X2 are

independent and

(i)   mtP¡ O X, Vf > 0 for i = 1 or 2,

(Ü)   /nL1(l+Re^,(z))-1i/z<oo.

Then far all t > 0 and any d.s. {gE}, K(Xxt , X2) = K8(X¡ , X2) exists Pm' x

¥m2-a.s. and is nonnull with positive ¥m> x P™2-probability.

Proof. By the symmetry of Kg(-, •) we may assume that (i) holds for /' =

1. Apply Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 with v = Xt . Use Lemma 4.1 to see that

Pm'(|Â/(z)|2) < c(í)(l + Re^,(z))_1, and hence condition (ii) above implies

(ii) of Theorem 4.2, Pm'-a.s. Since Pm'(A/ ¿ 0) > 0, the result follows from

Theorem 4.2 and 4.3.   D

If Zj is a symmetric stable process of index a; e]0, 2], then Re^-(z) =

c(|z|a', and so the above implies

Corollary 4.5. Let X' (i = 1,2) be independent ^-superprocesses starting at

m - -£ 0, /' = 1, 2, where £( is a symmetric stable process in R of index a(. If

a, + a2 > d, then for all t > 0 and any d.s. {g£}, ¥m> x Pm2-a.s., the measures

Kg(Xxt , X2) and K(X¡ , X2) exist and are equal. The measure K(XX, X2) is

nonnull with positive Pm' x P'":-probability.
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The use of these collision measures to model point interactions between two

populations will be the subject of a forthcoming paper.

5. Propagation of the support process

We begin by using our absolute continuity results to give an intuitively ap-

pealing proof of the following theorem, which appears as Theorem 1.5 in [15].

Our proof avoids the detailed estimates and Borel-Cantelli arguments of the

original, and is one of the rare instances in which qualitative information about

the sample path behavior of X can be gleaned more or less directly from the

description of X as the solution to a martingale problem (see, for example, The-

orem 4.1 of [9]). We remind the reader that we are taking tp(x, X) = -k ¡2.

Later we will drop this assumption and, at the expense of a more complex proof,

obtain more general results for superprocesses constructed from underlying pro-

cesses that are not necessarily Levy. (Here v* denotes the /c-fold convolution

of v with itself.)

Theorem 5.1. Suppose that £, is a Levy process on R   with Levy measure v.

Then for all m£M(Rd),

oo

U [supp v*k * Xt] c supp Xt,    ¥m-a.s., Vf > 0.
k=X

Proof. Let A denote the strong infinitesimal generator of £ with domain 3(A).

Fix a nonnegative function / 6 C°°(R ) with compact support. From Theo-

rem IV.4.1 of Gihman and Skorohod [10], we find that / £ 31(A), and if

x $ supp /, then

(5.1.1) Af(x) = j u(dy)f(x + y).

Set

C = {p £ M(Rd): (p, f) = 0, (p, Af) ¿ 0}.

We claim first of all that

/•OO

(5.1.2) /     lxecds = 0,    Pm-a.s.
Jo        '

Note from Theorem 4.1 and Corollaries 4.3 and 4.7 of [9] that if we define

Zt = (Xl,f)-(XQ,f)- f'(Xs,Af)ds,
Jo

then Z is a continuous, square integrable Pm-martingale with quadratic varia-

tion

(Z,Z),= f'(Xs,f2)ds.
Jo
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Let Lxt  be the version of the local time of (Xt, /) constructed in Théorème 2

of Yor [20]. On the one hand we have from Corollaire 2 of [20] that

-1   f 2
= U™S0Upe      /,   l(0<(Xs,f)<e)(Xs >f)ds

< 11/11 lim sup f l{Q<{Xs<f)<e)ds
ElO        JO

= 0.

On the other hand, since L* = 0 for x < 0, it is clear from Théorème 2(iv)(c)

of [20] that

L°t=2[l{{XiJ)=0)(Xs,Af)ds,
J o

and (5.1.2) follows immediately.

Suppose for the moment that m(dx) = (2n)~d/2 exp(-\x\2/2) dx. An easy

argument shows that mPt <» m for all f > 0. Applying Theorem 1.1, we

find that emQs > emQt, s > t > 0, and so we can strengthen (5.1.2) in this

case to conclude that
Pm(A-(eC) = 0,    Vi>0.

If B £ Rd is an open ball, we can choose / so that {x : f(x) > 0} = B , and

thus, recalling (5.1.1),

¥m((Xt,lB) = 0,(v*Xt,lB)¿0) = 0,    Vf>0.

Since this will be true for all open balls belonging to a given countable base for

the topology of Rd , it follows that

(5.1.3) emQt(D) = l,     Vf>0,

for this particular measure m , where

D = {p £ M(R ): suppi/ * p c supp/i}.

Applying Lemma 1.4 gives, in the notation ofthat result,

Rt(x, M(Rd)\D) = 0,    Lebesgue-a.a. x, Vf > 0

(use (2.1.0) with n = 1). However, an argument similar to the one leading to

(3.1.1) implies that

Rt(x + y,.) = Rt(x,.)ox;X,

and since
zy(M(Rd)\D) = M(Rd)\D,     \/y£Rd,

we conclude that

Rí(x,M(Rd)\D) = 0,     Vjc,Ví>0.
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Another application of Lemma 1.4, combined with the observation

SUpp/i,.,       p¡ £M(X?

A=X       /        i=X

supp ( ]T pA ={J supp pt,    Pi £ M(Rd), n £

establishes that (5.1.3) holds for a general measure m £ M(SL ). (See (**) in

the Remarks following the proof of Theorem 1.1 with B = Dc.) A straightfor-

ward induction finishes the proof (cf., the completion of the proof of Theorem

1.5 in [15]).    D

We now drop the assumption that tp(x, X) = -X ¡2. Our promised extension

of Theorem 5.1 is Corollary 5.3 below, which will be a consequence of the

following theorem.

Notation. Given a set F c E which is closed in the relative Ray topology, we

define J(F) to be the set of points x £ E such that for every Ray relatively

open set G B x , there exists a Ray relatively open set 77 for which HxxF ^ 0

and limsupii0inf //P/lG(y)/f > 0. We remark that J(F) is closed in the

relative Ray topology. Given p £ M(E), we denote by suppr p the closed

support of p in the relative Ray topology.

Theorem 5.2. For all m £ M(E)

oo

U /(supp, Xt) C suppr Xt,    ¥m-a.s., Vf > 0.
k=x

Proof. Fix m £ M(E) and f > 0. Consider two sets G and 77 which are open

in the relative Ray topology of E . As X is an Afr(£')-valued Hunt process, the

paths of X are continuous at t, Pm-a.s., and so the process {(A^ , 1^) : s > 0}

has lower semicontinuous paths at f, Pm-a.s.

Suppose that

(5.2.1) limsupinf7Mr(y)/s>0.
sio    ye«  s G^"

We have, from Lemma 1.3 and the almost sure continuity of the paths of X at

t, that

t,rn ,

1<*I.ic»o = 1™p  ((^,.lc>>0|Jfll:0<M<i)

= limP^((A/_j,lG)>0)
sU i   *      v

> hmsupe
stt

>0,    Pm-a.s.,

l + y(t-s)/((Xs,lH)infPt_slG(y))

when (Xt, 1„)>0.
We have shown that if (5.2.1) holds, then

77 n suppr Xt £ 0 =► G n suppr Xt¿<2,    P'"-a.s.
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Letting G and H range over all pairs of sets chosen from a given countable

base for the relative Ray topology of E gives

7(suppr Xt) c suppr Xt,    Pm-a.s.

As A c B clearly implies that J(A) c J(B), an induction completes the

proof.   D

Before we can use Theorem 5.2 to extend Theorem 5.1, we need to recall the

notion of a Levy system (see Benveniste and Jacod [1]). Suppose that t\ is a

Hunt process. There exists a pair (N, I) with the following properties:

(i) The map N: E x % -> [0, oo[ is a kernel such that N(x, {x}) = 0,

X£E.

(ii) The process 7 is a continuous additive functional.

(iii) For each nonnegative f x W-measurable function /, if we put

s<t

and

Ä{ = £l(ds)JN(is,dy)Mi,y),

then P>i(AJ) = Pß(A{) for all t > 0 and initial measures p. Moreover,

if Pß(Aft) < oo for all f, then Af - Af is a T^-martingale.

The pair (Ar, 7) is not unique. In fact, N(y, •) is arbitrary for y off the

support of 7 (see Blumenthal and Getoor [2, p. 215]). To avoid pathologies,

we could therefore require that A(y, •) = 0 for y ^ supp(7).   In fact, we

require a somewhat stronger condition (ii) in the next result.

Corollary 5.3. Suppose £ is a Feller process with Levy system (A, 7). Assume

that if If c E is open and z £ E satisfy N(z, U) > 0, then there are open

neighborhoods of z, 77 c B, such that

(i) infyeBN(y,U)>0;

(ii) limsupaoinfye//7>>'(l(Tßf > t)IJt) > 0, where rBc = inf{f > 0: £r € Bc} .

Then for each m £ M(E) and t > 0,

Qsuppi /   •• / Xt(dxx)N(xx, dx2)---N(xr, •)) C supp A",,    ¥m-a.s.

Proof. It suffices to show that for any measure p we have supp pN c J(suppp)

(note in this case that the Ray topology and the original topology coincide).

Choose x £ supp pN, and let G be any open neighborhood of x . There exists

z £ supp// such that N(z, G) > 0. Choose an open set U such that cl(fj) is

a compact subset of G and N(z, U) > 0. Let 77 c B be open neighborhoods

of z satisfying (i) and (ii), and let

a= inf A(y, U)>0,
y€B

B = lim inf Py(l(xBC > tk)I. ft. ) > 0
tkL0y€H ß k    'A   k'
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for some appropriate sequence {tk}kx>=x such that fk J. 0 as k —> oo . Then

(5.3.1) PtlG(y)>Py(xu<t,tlt£G)

= Py(Pt_TvlG(iTv),Tu<t),

and by the Feller property

(5.3.2) lim   inf  PAr(y) = 1.
slOyecX(U)   s   G^'

Set

At = Z-, l(ís_€B,íseU)
s<t

and

At= flN(Cs,U)l{is€B)dIs.
J U

by unit jumps, we have

(5.3.3) e~A< = l + J2(e~A"~l -e~As-)AAs

10

Then, since A increases by unit jumps, we have

-A.        ,    .   ^,_-A,_-X

s<t

= l + (e '-1)I e A¡-dAs,

and hence

(5.3.4)

inf T^Tf, < tk) > inf Py(At  > 1) > inf Py(l -e "'*)
yeH v        *        y€H y€H

= inf
y€H

-e  X)Py ( I'" e As~dA

= (l-e-x)infPy (£eA-nt, e B)N(ZS, U)dl^j

> (a/2)infHPy Q^ e A-l(Ç, £ B) dls

>(a/2)infPy(l(TBl>tk)I)

> (aßß)tk

for tk small enough. Now (5.3.1), (5.3.2), and (5.3.4) together imply that

limsupa0inf'   HPtlG(y)/t > 0, and hence x £ J(suppp) as required.   D

Corollary 5.4. The conclusion of Corollary 5.3 continues to hold if hypothesis

(ii) is replaced by

(ii') There exists c> 0 such that It > ct for all t > 0 Py-a.s. for all y £ E.

Proof. It is easy to use the Feller property to derive (ii) from (ii').   D

Examples, (i) Suppose that £ is a Levy process on a separable, locally compact,

Abelian group. If u is the Levy measure of £ , then the conditions of Corollary

5.4 hold, with N(x, C) = u(C-x) and 7(f) = f. In particular, when the group

is the additive group of R   and <p(x, X) = —X ¡2, we recover Theorem 5.1.
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(ii) Suppose that ¡t, is a Feller process with strong infinitesimal generator A

of the form

Af(x) = pJKx,dy)(f(y)-f(x)),

where p > 0, and p is a probability kernel such that x *-, f p(x, dy)f(y) £

C(E) whenever / e C(E) (= the space of continuous functions vanishing at

infinity). Then the conditions of Corollary 5.4 hold, with N(x, C) = pp(x, C)

and 7(f) = f. In particular, if t\ is a Markov chain with all states stable, then

for all m £ M(E) and f > 0, we have

x £ supp Xt =>■ y £ supp Xt  for all x, y £ E  such that
Px(3t>0:Çt=y)>0, Pm-a.s.

(iii) Suppose that E = R and the domain of the strong infinitesimal gen-

erator, A, of £ contains all C°° functions with compact support. Following

[14], we find that there exists a kernel A such that Af(x) = J N(x, dy)f(y)

whenever / is a C°° function with a compact support that does not contain

x . Moreover, if we set 7(f) = f, then (A, 7) is a Levy system for £. Also,

since x >-, J N(x, dy)f(y) is continuous on R \(supp/) when / is C°° with

compact support, it is easy to show that condition (i) of Corollary 5.3 holds. In

particular, from the remarks about generators at the beginning of the proof of

Theorem 5.1, it is clear that we can recover Theorem 5.1 from this example.

6. Appendix

In the remarks following the proof of Theorem 1.1, we promised to give an

example showing that mxPT c m2PT+h for fixed T > 0 and h > 0 does not

imply that em QT -c em QT+h ■ For the sake of concreteness, we take T = 1

and h = 0, but our counterexample can easily be modified for other values.

Recall that we are once again taking <p(x, X) = -X /2 .

Let E = [0, 1] U {2} with the relative Euclidean topology, and suppose that

Ç is the Feller process with semigroup

P,f(x) = /((* + 0 A 1) exp(-(l - x) A f) + /(2)[1 - exp(-(l - x) A t)],

x£[0, 1],

P,f(2) = f(2).

That is, at x £ [0, 1 [ the process £, drifts to the right with unit speed or jumps

to the trap 2 at unit rate. The state 1 is also a trap.

Take mx = ex+ e2 and m2 = e0 . We have

mxPx({l}) = mxPx({2})=l

and

m2P1({l}) = ^1 = l-m2JP2({2}),

so that mxPx <§;> m2Px . Observe from Lemma 1.2 that for each f e [0, 1] we

have [0, 1] n supp Xt c {f}, Pm2-a.s. By an argument similar to the one used
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in the proof of Theorem 5.2, we see that

W})>0) ^ liminfll + (1 -^)/[^({5})(l -/-1)]]-1

= [l + l/Xx({l})fx>0,    Pm2-a.s.

when XX({1})>0. Thus Pm2(suppA, ={i}) = o.

On the other hand, it is clear from inspection of the Laplace functionals of X

that under PW| the processes A,({1}) and Xt({2)) = Xt(E) - Xt({l}) are just

a pair of independent continuous state branching processes (see, for example,

§4.3.5 of [13]). In particular, P^suppA, = {1}) > 0, and so em Qx is not

absolutely continuous with respect to emQx.
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